The epitaxial growth of Fe monolayers on the unreconstructed Ir͑001͒ surface was investigated experimentally by determining film structure, morphology, stress, and magnetism. Our combined quantitative low energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ and cantilever stress results indicate pseudomorphic Fe growth with a constant in-plane film strain in an almost perfect layer-by-layer growth mode from 0-10 layers. The combination of the structural analysis by LEED with stress measurements suggests that the first two layers of Fe grow as a face-centered tetragonally ͑fct͒ distorted precursor. Further deposition of Fe leads to the growth of a bodycentered tetragonally distorted phase on top of the fct precursor, which retains its structure. The magnetooptical Kerr effect reveals that the Fe film is ferromagnetic with an in-plane easy magnetization direction along Fe͗100͘.
A particularly interesting film material is iron due to its intimate correlation between structural and magnetic properties. 3 It is well known that iron exhibits a rather rich variety of structural and magnetic phases, in particular, when its lattice is-as realized in epitaxially strained filmstetragonally distorted, where it loses the cubic symmetry of its body-centered-cubic ͑bcc͒ or face-centered-cubic ͑fcc͒ bulk reference state. A number of theoretical papers concentrate on such tetragonal phases as function of the lattice parameter, in most cases for ͑artificial͒ bulk material ͑e.g. Refs.
4-9͒.
Epitaxial iron films on fcc͑001͒ substrates were studied intensively, and also different magnetic phases of fcc-type iron have been identified. The fcc͑001͒ substrates investigated up to date include Ag, [10] [11] [12] Ni 13,14 as well as Ni/ Cu, 15 Pd, 16, 17 Rh, 18, 19 Au, [20] [21] [22] Cu 3 Au, [23] [24] [25] [26] Cu 64 Al 16 , 27 and, last but not least, the most frequently used substrate, Cu, for which a large number of papers exist. We refer to recent reviews and references therein. 1, 28 The most interesting result of some of these previous studies is the thickness dependent martensitic transition of Fe from a fct phase at low film thickness to a bct phase at higher thickness. It has been shown that this structural transition drives a corresponding change of the magnetic properties of the Fe film. 29 We introduce Ir͑001͒ as an interesting substrate to study Fe growth on a fcc͑001͒ substrate. Its in-plane lattice parameter ͓a ʈ = a͑Ir͒ / ͱ 2 = 2.715 Å͔ is right in between the corresponding parameters for bcc-Fe ͑2.866 Å͒ and fcc-Fe ͑2.527 Å͒. Additionally, it offers some beneficial properties with respect to other substrates. Our results indicate that there is no intermixing between Fe and Ir, even at slightly elevated temperatures around 400 K. This ensures atomically sharp interfaces, which allow for reliable structural and stress analyses. The Fe growth leads to very flat films, indicative of an almost perfect layer-by-layer growth. Again, this makes the structural and stress analyses straightforward, without the need to take strain relaxations and roughness into account. Finally, the growth of Fe films thicker than two layers leads to body-centered tetragonally ͑bct͒ distorted Fe with ͑001͒ orientation. This contrasts with the bcc͑011͒ domains, which form on Cu͑001͒ at higher Fe thickness. The existence of just one structural domain of bct Fe facilitates both structural and stress analyses. The drawback of the Ir͑001͒ substrate is that the growth of face-centered tetragonally ͑fct͒ distorted Fe is limited to the first two layers. We find that the subsequent deposition of Fe leads to a bct Fe film, which grows on top of the fct phase.
The most important result of our study is that we find clear cut experimental evidence from quantitative low energy electron diffraction ͑LEED͒ data and stress measurements that Fe films between 0-10 ML ͑monolayer͒ are pseudomorphically strained. Above 2 ML, a bct Fe structure results, where our magneto-optical Kerr-effect ͑MOKE͒ studies reveal ferromagnetic order with an easy in-plane magnetization direction for films of 4 ML and thicker. The measured compressive film stress ͑−10 GPa͒ in this thickness range is in agreement with the compressive lattice misfit for bcc Fe on Ir͑001͒. Thinner films are also pseudomorphically strained, but here a tensile film stress is measured. These results lead us to propose that the first two Fe monolayers are grown in a fct phase.
II. SAMPLE PREPARATION AND APPLIED METHODS
The stable surface structure of Ir͑001͒ is the Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 5͒ quasihexagonal reconstruction. The top layer accommodates-by a quasihexagonal and buckled atomic arrangement-20% more atoms than subsurface layers. 30, 31 Deposition of iron on this surface beyond a coverage of about 0.25 ML ͑1 ML corresponds to one adatom per quadratic surface unit cell, giving an atomic surface density of 1.357ϫ 10 15 cm −2 ͒ lifts the quasihexagonal reconstruction. Thereby the 20% extra iridium atoms of the former reconstructed layer are expelled to form a new surface layer where they mix with iron atoms. 32, 33 The top layer is corrugated due to the different atomic radii of the elements, and, as a consequence, a vertical modulation is imprinted on further deposited iron layers. 32 In order to avoid both the corrugation and the intermixing at the Ir-Fe interface, we prepare the unreconstructed phase Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 1͒. Though this phase is only metastable, it is effectively stationary at room temperature and below. It is prepared by lifting the hexagonal surface reconstruction by oxygen adsorption and subsequent exposure to hydrogen, which reacts with oxygen. The following desorption of the reaction products leaves a clean ͑1 ϫ 1͒ surface behind. [34] [35] [36] A corresponding LEED pattern and scanning tunneling microscopy ͑STM͒ image are shown in Fig. 1 .
Fe was deposited onto the Ir-͑1 ϫ 1͒ surface at 90 K at a deposition rate of 0.7 ML/ min ͑deposition at about 300 K leads to an increased roughness of films with thicknesses higher than 5 ML͒. Fe was evaporated from a highly purified Fe rod ͑purityϾ 99.99% ͒ with an electron beam evaporator at a pressure below 2 ϫ 10 −10 mbar. The sample was annealed at about 420 K for 2 min after Fe deposition. Then, it was cooled again to 90 K and put in front of a home-made three-grid rear-view LEED optics for the structural analysis. During measurement, the pressure was typically 6 ϫ 10 −11 mbar ͑with the reading of the Bayard-Alpert gauge uncorrected͒.
The entire diffraction pattern was acquired at normal incidence of the primary beam by a 12 bit digital charge coupled device camera operated under computer control. 37 These LEED intensity measurements were performed for electron energies between 50 and 600 eV, in steps of 0.5 eV. At each energy, eight images were averaged and stored. The whole data acquisition procedure took less than 15 min. Spot intensities were extracted by off-line evaluation of the stored data. At each energy, the spot under consideration was enframed by an electronic window, and the intensity signal within was added up pixel by pixel. The result was corrected for background intensities, as determined at the window edges, and finally the intensity was normalized with respect to the primary beam current. The resulting intensity vs energy spectra, I͑E͒, were averaged for symmetrically equivalent spots and slightly smoothed when necessary. The total energy width of the database, i.e., the energy width accumulated with respect to the energy range of eight symmetrically nonequivalent beams, was ⌬E Ϸ 2600 eV.
The structural evaluation of the LEED I͑E͒ spectra was achieved by full dynamical intensity calculations. For the test of Fe-Ir intermixing at the interface, the perturbation method tensor LEED using the TENSERLEED program, 38 in particular, the version of chemical tensor LEED, 37 was applied. Scattering phase shifts up to an angular-momentum quantum number l max = 13 were used for both elements. Multiple scattering within layers was computed by matrix inversion, and the layers were stacked by the layer doubling method. 39 The optical potential accounting for electron attenuation, V 0i , was varied in the range 4 -7 eV. Due to the electron energy extending up to 600 eV, an energy-dependent real part of the inner potential specific to each film was used, V 0r = V 00 + V 01 ͑E͒ as taken from the literature 40 and with V 00 also varied in the course of the structural search. For the latter, an automated procedure using a frustrated simulated annealing method 41 controlled by the Pendry R factor 42 was applied.
The latter's variance, var͑R͒ = R min ͱ 8V 0i / ⌬E with R min the minimum R factor achieved, was used for the error estimation of the model parameters. These parameters include the first five vertical spacings d i,i+1 between layers i and i +1 ͑independent of the chemistry of the layers involved͒ as well as the vibrational amplitudes ͑assumed to be isotropic͒ in the top two layers and, for thicker films, in their bulklike layers. The sample had to be transferred ͑within UHV͒ to a second stage of the same vessel for STM measurements with a beetle-type STM, operated at room temperature. The iron films were imaged at positive sample bias. There was no pronounced voltage dependence of the image contrast.
Stress and MOKE measurements were carried out in a second UHV chamber, which was also equipped with facilities for computer-controlled LEED data acquisition. Thus, we use LEED I͑E͒ data as a transfer standard for both chambers to ensure a well defined and reproducible substrate and film preparation.
We used an optical two-beam cantilever deflection technique to determine the stress-induced curvature of a thin ͑0.1 mm͒ Ir single crystalline substrate ͑length: 12 mm; width: 2.5 mm͒, as described elsewhere. 43 Fe was deposited onto the front surface of the Ir substrate held at 300 K, and the Fe film stress F was deduced from the slope of the curve ͑ F t F ͒ as a function of film thickness t F . A positive ͑negative͒ slope indicates tensile ͑compressive͒ stress. The Fe growth rate was of the order of 1 ML/ min. It was determined from medium energy electron diffraction intensity oscillations, which were measured during film growth. 
III. RESULTS

A. Morphology and structure of the Fe films by scanning tunneling microscopy and low energy electron diffraction
A selection of STM images taken at various Fe coverages is displayed in Fig. 2 . The corresponding LEED patterns are shown as inset. The STM images reveal at most only three height levels at each coverage ͑except the highest one͒, i.e., holes ͑dark͒, extended flat areas ͑gray and/or red͒, and islands ͑bright͒. STM line profile measurements show that the holes have a depth of about 1.4-1.6 Å and the islands a height of about 1.5-1.6 Å, i.e., values close to the interlayer spacing of ␣ −Fe͑100͒ ͑1.44 Å͒. The exact coverage in each case was evaluated from the images subtracting from a full n ML coverage the fraction of holes in this layer and adding the fraction of iron in the layer ͑n +1͒. These values are given in the different panels of Fig. 2 .
The STM image for 1.97 ML reveals that only very close to the full monolayer coverage do small islands in the third layer start to grow ͑Ϸ1%͒. At 1.95 ML ͑not shown͒, only a few such islands are found ͑Ͻ0.5% ͒. Also, as apparent from the image at 2.06 ML, already slightly above the full ML coverage, almost all holes in the first layer are filled. Apparently, as these features hold also for other near integer coverage values, there is almost ideal layer-by-layer growth. This is rather surprising given the substantial misfit between film and substrate. Consistently, at half-order numbers ͑n +1/2͒ of coverage, there are practically no holes in the already completed nth layer and no islands on layer ͑n +1͒ as displayed for two examples in Fig. 3 .
LEED indicates a strictly pseudomorphic growth, as the LEED patterns are of ͑1 ϫ 1͒ symmetry for all coverage values below 10 ML, and the spot positions are-within the error limits of measurement ͑Ϸa ʈ / 100͒-exactly at those of the clean Ir͑001͒ substrate. It is also surprising that the quality of the epitaxial layer-by-layer growth does not degrade much up to about 10 ML, as evidenced by the sharp LEED pattern with low background intensity. Near and above this coverage, however, extra features develop in both the STM images and LEED patterns, see panel for 10.3 ML. We ascribe these extra features to the onset of strain relaxation due to the formation of misfit dislocations.
The connection between these structural changes around 10 ML Fe thickness and stress relaxation is further corroborated by our stress measurements, as discussed below.
B. Structural analysis
Structural LEED intensity analyses were carried out for 1, 2, 4, and 9 ML Fe; the analysis of the clean Ir͑001͒ surface was available from earlier work. 31 For all films, an excellent fit between experimental and model intensities could be achieved, as indicated by the respective R factors R = 0.097, 0.120, 0.129, and 0.157 ͑given for increasing film thickness͒. Figure 4 illustrates the excellent agreement between measured and calculated LEED spectra. From this agreement, we conclude that our structural model, which is the basis of the calculation, is valid. The resulting interlayer spacings are given in Fig. 5 . The error estimation based on the variance of the R factor gives an error of typically 0.01 Å for the first spacing, nearest to the vacuum interface. The error increases for deeper spacings and reaches the order of 0.03 Å for the fifth spacing. The reader should note already at this point that the 9 ML film exhibits an expansion of its top two layer spacings as compared to the spacings of deeper layers. We postpone the discussion of this point and of the overall structural results to Sec. IV.
Our structural analysis of the 1 ML film is also sensitive to intermixing between Fe and Ir. The best fit between the experimental data and the calculated model intensities was exactly at 100% Fe in the top layer. Though the related error margin is about 15%, we take that as a strong indication that there is no intermixing at the interface. Similar tests for intermixing were not applied for thicker Fe films. Figure 6 shows the stress change during the deposition of 12.5 ML Fe on Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 1͒ at 300 K. The first 0.5 ML Fe induces a compressive stress change of −1 N / m. Then, a positive slope of the stress curve is observed, which reaches +6 GPa around 1.5 ML. At 2 ML, the stress curve changes its slope again and continues with a negative slope. At 6 ML, a compressive film stress of −10 GPa is measured. With increasing deposition, the stress curve levels off from its constant slope around 10 ML. This stress relaxation is indicated by the deviation of the data points from the broken line, which indicates a stress of −10 GPa. Note that although Fe deposition continues, there is no appreciable cantilever stress change above 11 ML.
C. Film stress and magnetism
The most important result from our stress measurements is that we identify two stress regimes with opposite signs of film stress. Films thinner than 2 ML are under tensile stress, whereas films thicker than 2 ML are under compressive stress. As will be discussed below, these results suggest a pseudomorphically strained bct Fe film in the region of compressive stress, whereas the tensile stress is ascribed to a fct Fe film.
The initial compressive stress change for submonolayer Fe deposition is typical for a change of surface stress of the substrate upon adsorption. The clean Ir surface is under large tensile surface stress, and the deposition of Fe relaxes the surface stress giving rise to a compressive stress change. Similar surface stress relaxation has been measured for deposition of 3d elements on W and are ascribed to the adsorbateinduced reduction of the large tensile surface stress of the substrate. 45, 46 This surface stress change shifts the stress curve by −1 N / m, and its discussion goes beyond the scope of the present work.
The stress relaxation above 10 ML corroborates directly the above statement on the formation of misfit dislocation, which was based on the STM and LEED data of the 10.3 ML film.
MOKE measurements have been performed in situ with the stress measurements to study the magnetic properties of the Fe films on Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 1͒. The MOKE signal is measured at 300 K in a magnetic field oriented within the film plane along Ir͗110͘, i.e., parallel to Fe͗100͘. We obtain hysteresis curves with a coercivity of 12 mT and almost full remanence at zero field for Fe films thicker than 5 ML. This indicates ferromagnetic behavior with an easy in-plane magnetization direction along Fe͗100͘, which is also the easy magnetization direction of bulk bcc Fe. Presently, experimental modifications are performed to extend the MOKE measurements to lower temperature and higher magnetic fields for a characterization of thinner Fe films.
IV. DISCUSSION
Before we discuss our results in view of the impact of lattice strain on the film structure, it is important to agree upon proper reference values for both the lattice parameter and the elastic properties of Fe in its bcc and fcc modifications. Table I compiles reference data for the system Fe on Ir. Note that the fcc Fe data originate from measurements performed for bulk ␥-Fe, which were taken at high temperature. We extrapolated these values to 300 K, as described in the table caption, to make contact with our measurements.
In the following, we begin with the discussion of a thick Fe film ͑9 ML͒. It is found to grow as a bct phase on top of the layers at the interface, which appear as a fct precursor as discussed subsequently. The distinction between bct and fct is justified and based upon the opposite signs of film stress, which changes from compressive in the bct phase to tensile in the fct-type phase.
A. Structure and stress of thicker Fe films
A detailed structural analysis has been performed for the 9 ML thick Fe film. The quantitative LEED analysis gives an average layer spacing of 1.55 Å for the bulk of the film ͑leaving out the top two spacings which are relaxed, see Fig.  5͒ . The in-plane lattice spacing of the Fe film is, due to the pseudomorphic growth on Ir, fixed at a ʈ = a Ir / ͱ 2 = 2.715 Å.
Can we already decide from these numbers alone whether the 9 ML film originates from the bcc or from the fcc phase? The answer is no.
The difference between a bcc and a fcc structure can be expressed by the ratio of the vertical lattice constant c over the in-plane lattice constant a ʈ . An undistorted fcc material has c / a = ͱ 2, whereas an undistorted bcc material has c / a = 1. For our example of the 9 ML Fe film, c equals twice the layer spacing resulting in c / a = 1.142. This ratio fits neither the bcc nor the fcc value. It is halfway between both values, and no decision is possible.
So, we need to decide a priori which reference state to take for the equilibrium lattice constant of the Fe film in order to treat the impact of lattice strain on the layer spacing. Our decision defines the in-plane lattice misfit ⑀ ʈ and is only justified if it gives a reasonable description of both the vertical layer spacing and the proper film stress for the given in-plane lattice constant. We employ continuum elastic theory to calculate the out-of-plane lattice strain ⑀ 33 from the in-plane lattice misfit ⑀ ʈ . The result is given in Table I for both fcc and bcc Fe.
For bcc Fe, we obtain a reasonable agreement between calculated and measured layer spacings and stresses. The inplane compressive lattice misfit of bcc Fe deposited on Ir͑001͒ is ⑀ ʈ = −0.053, and this induces a vertical expansion of the layer spacing to ͑1+⑀ 33 ͒0.5a Fe,bcc = 1.522 Å. The film stress follows as F = Y / ͑1−͒⑀ ʈ = −11 GPa. Both values are in reasonable agreement with the measured average layer spacing of 1.55 Å and the experimental stress of −10 GPa. We conclude that the 9 ML Fe film can be regarded as a bct phase of Fe, whereby the first two layers at the Ir interface are a fct precursor ͑see below͒.
Note that the fcc reference state would lead to a tensile film stress of +11.4 GPa and a layer spacing of 1.61 Å. The stress value is in sharp contrast to the experimental data of the thicker film, and the deviation of the layer spacing is larger than for the bct case. However, for the thinner films, the fcc reference gives the better agreement with the experimental data, as will be discussed below.
Evidently, continuum elasticity theory applied to bulk Fe is appropriate to identify the film structure as either fct or bct. This might come as a surprise, as it is not clear why bulk reference data on both lattice spacing and elastic constants should also work for a few monolayers. However, our results presented here and our previous work on other systems provide compelling evidence that continuum elasticity can provide very reasonable description of film stress and layer relaxation for pseudomorphic films thicker than 2 ML. 44, [51] [52] [53] Concerning Fe films, recent calculations for unsupported Fe slabs have shown that with decreasing slab thickness, the lattice constant decreases and, in fact, also the elastic constants are modified. 54 However, for our film thickness of about 14 Å, the modifications of both the lattice parameter and the elastic constants are reported to be rather small, that is, the treatment of the film as bulk material appears to be a good approximation. Also, the calculations of the epitaxial stress along the epitaxial Bain path ͑EBP͒ as function of the epitaxial strain ͑Fig. 3 in Ref. 54͒ yield a value of ʈ Ϸ −9.6 GPa for the strain of our Fe/ Ir film, ⑀ ʈ bct = −5.3%. This not only has the experimentally determined sign but is also quantitatively close to the experimental value of −10 GPa. This result suggests that also based on firstprinciples calculations, the 14 Å Fe film is bct rather than fct. The energy necessary for the ͑homogeneous͒ tetragonal distortion is calculated as 42 meV/atom. 54 Other total energy calculations along the EBP 7, 8 reproduce nicely both the geometry of our thick film as well as its ferromagnetism. Figure 7 ͑taken from Ref. 8͒ displays the total energy contour lines in the epitaxial plane, where the thick lines are boundaries between different magnetic phases ͑see figure caption͒. For a fixed surface parallel lattice parameter a ʈ , the relation between volume and ͑c / a ʈ ͒ writes as V / V exp = k͑c / a ʈ ͒, with k = ͑a ʈ ͒ 3 /2V exp . For Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 1͒ with a ʈ = 2.715 Å, the value k Ϸ 0.854 results. The corresponding straight line is inserted in Fig. 7 . The point of minimum energy along this line, as indicated by the crossing of the dotted lines, is at c / a ʈ Ϸ 1.125, very close to the experimental value 2d b film / a ʈ ͑Ir͒ = 1.142. Also, the minimum is clearly within the FM phase, that is, both the structural and magnetic experimental results for the 9 ML Fe film are fully in line with theory.
Surprisingly, we find that the first two interlayer spacings nearest to the vacuum interface of the 9 ML film are expanded by ⌬d 12 film / d b film = + 2.6% and d 23 film / d b film = + 1.9% with respect to the bulk interlayer distance of the film ͑we recall that the error limits of our structure determination are of the order of 0.01 Å for the first two spacings equivalent to a relative value of about 0.6%͒. For the surface of a bulk material, this expansion would be rather unusual. In fact, for the ͑001͒ surface of a bulk Fe crystal, the usual contraction of the top spacing followed by an expansion of the second spacing is reported ͓⌬d 12 An unexpected surface expansion is frequently attributed to surface contaminations. These might originate either from impurities within the iron supply or from postadsorption from the residual gas, predominantly hydrogen. The former source appears rather unlikely since we used a highly purified Fe material, which was well degassed and in use for already quite a while. The amount of possible hydrogen uptake can be estimated from a "worst-case" analysis assuming the background to consist of hydrogen only. Since hydrogen is found to desorb from the films at about 270 K ͑peak maximum in separate measurements of temperature programed desorption͒, we start with an uncovered surface right after annealing of the film. Cooling to 90 K and LEED data acquisition took about 10 3 s in total. With a typical pressure of 6 ϫ 10 −11 mbar, an ion gauge sensitivity of 2.4 for hydrogen, and assuming the initial sticking coefficient to be s 0 = 1, the upper limit for the total hydrogen coverage results to be about 0.2 ML at the end of the LEED measurement. Yet, the real initial sticking coefficient is s 0 Ϸ 1.5ϫ 10 −3 Ӷ 1 as measured for hydrogen adsorption on Fe͑100͒, 57 so that our hydrogen coverage must be well below 1%. In line with that is the result of an additional LEED analysis of a 2 ML Fe film kept at a temperature of 270 K at which no hydrogen sticks at the surface. This analysis reveals an even slightly more enhanced top layer spacing of 1.66 Å compared to 1.64 Å measured at low temperature.
All these observations favor that the values of the upper two film spacings are an intrinsic feature of the film structure rather than caused by surface contamination. This might be interpreted as follows: As well known, the top layers of transition or noble metal crystals ͑rather than films͒ are under positive ͑=tensile͒ stress. 58 In particular, the top layers of bcc Fe͑100͒ are considerably strained according to firstprinciples calculations. 54 The stress is caused by the redistribution of electrons upon the truncation of the bulk when the surface is created, and this charge redistribution also gives rise to the contraction of the top surface spacing. We tentatively assume that similar mechanisms may apply also for the bct phase of thicker Fe films on Ir. In our case, the tensile surface stress of Fe is released to some extent due to the smaller in-plane lattice parameter of Ir, as compared to ␣-Fe. In the absence of first-principles calculations for the present case, we speculate that this is the reason for the top spacing of our film being expanded rather than contracted. Eventually, we mention that such an expansion was also reported for Fe films of comparable thickness on Pd͑001͒. Certainly, from a crystallographic point of view, the distinction between fcc and bcc is doubtful for 1-2 ML. Nevertheless, our following discussion suggests that the physical properties of the 1-2 ML film are better described by what one might call a fct precursor, and not as a bct film.
In the region between 1 and 4 ML Fe on Ir͑001͒-͑1 ϫ 1͒, the film stress undergoes a transition from positive ͑tensile͒ to negative ͑compressive͒ stress as evident from Fig. 6 . This change of sign of film stress may be interpreted as the films at 2 ML being fcc type. Subsequently, deposited Fe grows as bct phase on top of this fct precursor. For fcc Fe, Table I gives a misfit of +0.074, from which we calculate an in-plane stress of +11.4 GPa, and a layer spacing of 1.61 Å. Our measurement indicates a tensile film stress of +6 GPa for the growth of the first two Fe monolayers.
Thus, the fcc reference data and continuum elasticity reproduce the transition from compressive to tensile stress and also the enlarged layer spacing with respect to the thicker films. However, the quantitative agreement is less satisfactory as in the case of the 9 ML film.
A possible reason for the worse agreement between experimental results and continuum elasticity may be due to the stronger contribution of interface effects on the resulting film structure. In contrast to the thicker films, the 2-4 ML films are characterized by a more pronounced variation of the individual layer spacings, as shown in Fig. 5 . This variation points directly at the failure of continuum elasticity, which tacitly assumes a constant strain state throughout the film.
The evaluation of layer spacings appears to be even more affected by surface and interface contributions. So, the outermost two spacings of the 4 ML film have exactly the same values as in the 9 ML film ͑see Fig. 5͒ , a clear indication that also the outermost two layers are of identical type that is bct-Fe. In contrast, the third spacing of the 4 ML film deviates remarkably from the corresponding value of the thick film. As an inner spacing of the film, it should not be or only negligibly affected by surface and interface properties but reflect the structural character of the film. While it is 1.55 Å for the thick bcc-type film, it is 1.61 Å for the 4 ML film, which is exactly the value predicted for a fcc-type film. Also, the interface layer spacing of the 4 ML film ͑1.76 Å͒ is exactly the average value of spacings for iridium and fct-Fe ͑1.765 Å͒ rather than the respective value for bct-Fe ͑1.72 Å͒. The 2 ML film owns almost the same spacing at the interface ͑1.77 Å͒ as the 4 ML film. As for the bct film, the top spacing is also expanded relative to the value in the bulk of the fct film ͑1.61 Å͒, in spite of the fact that there is a considerable tensile stress of the top layer. This might be due to the fact that all layers of the film are under that stress and that, according to first-principles calculations for fcc Fe͑100͒ and different from bcc Fe͑100͒, there is almost no additional stress in the top layer. 54 From this discussion, we draw the conclusion that also the layer spacings derived for the 2 and 4 ML thick films strongly corroborate the postulation of a 2 ML thick fct-Fe precursor film which grows and remains at the interface toward the iridium substrate. Finally, we recognize that the interface layer spacing of the 1 ML film fails to fit into the above presented scheme. Yet, this "film" has to be regarded much more as an adsorbate than a film, as there are no Fe nearest-neighbor bonds at all. This interpretation is also in line with the observation that in this case, only the Ir substrate exhibits remarkable changes of its relaxation profile.
Interestingly, molecular dynamics calculations for freestanding Fe films show that with decreasing film thickness, the bcc͑100͒ phase becomes unstable and undergoes a transition to the fcc͑100͒ phase by a shrinking of the in-plane and an expansion of the vertical lattice parameter. 54 The authors suggest that the driving force for the martensitic transformation from bcc to fcc is the softening of the elastic constant c 33 with decreasing thickness. This scenario fits to the interpretation that our low coverage films are of fct type ͑the bcc→ fcc transition occurs also for 3 and 4 ML freestanding films, 54 but this may be inhibited in our case by the epitaxial constraints͒.
C. Comparison to Fe/ Rh"001… and Fe/ Ir multilayers
Finally, we compare our results of the Fe-Ir system to those obtained previously for Fe growth on Rh͑001͒. 18, 19 The lattice constant of Rh is 3.80 Å, 19 which is very close to the value of Ir ͑3.839 Å͒. Thus, one might speculate that the similar epitaxial misfit will lead to a comparable film structure. Indeed, pseudomorphic growth of Fe has been found for up to ten layers on Rh. 18 Thicker films of 8-10 layers have been identified as bct Fe, in agreement with our results on thicker films. The layer spacing of the bilayer film has been reported to be expanded with respect to that of the thicker film. Again, this finding is in line with our results on the 2 ML film. The magnetic properties of Fe on Rh͑001͒ have been studied by MOKE at 80 K, and the authors report that no magnetic signal could be obtained up to 6 ML, and thicker films show a magnetic response. 19 These findings are qualitatively in agreement with our magnetic studies, where we succeed in getting a magnetic response for films as thin as four layers. The authors propose the role of a fct phase with an antiferromagnetic order for the suppression of a ferromagnetic response.
Ir buffer films grown on MgO͑001͒ have been used before to study the structure and magnetism of Ir/ Fe superlattices. [59] [60] [61] This previous work identified fcc Fe on Ir͑001͒ below five layers. The roughening of the interface at higher thickness led to a loss of pseudomorphic growth, and this limits the equivalence between the previous superlattice study and our work on a bulk Ir crystal.
V. CONCLUSION
The combined application of structural analysis by quantitative LEED with stress measurements by the cantilever bending technique reveals a subtle interplay between structure and stress of Fe monolayers.
Stress measurements are sensitive to the film thickness integrated over all stresses within the film. As such, they provide a reliable indication for the range of pseudomorphic growth and for structural transitions during growth. In connection with the highly accurate LEED structure analysis, we obtain both the in-plane and out-of-plane strains of the film and the resulting stress of a given structure. This combination allows us to distinguish between different reference states in order to identify strained Fe films as fct or bct.
In conclusion, we propose a structural model of the Fe-Ir system, which exhibits pseudomorphic growth from 0-10 ML. Our analysis suggests that the first two Fe layers, which grow on top of the Ir substrate, are a fct precursor. It is characterized by an increased layer spacing as compared to thicker films and by a tensile film stress. With increasing film thickness, Fe grows in its bct phase on top of the fct precursor. Thicker films are considerably compressed in plane by −5.3%. The films are under a compressive stress of −10 GPa and show ferromagnetic behavior with an easy in-plane magnetization direction. The deposition of thicker films leads to the formation of misfit dislocations, which lead to a strain and stress relaxations.
